DUO OPTIMA
... optimally protected!
DUO PLAST, the specialist for high quality stretch film, presents
DUO OPTIMA, the agricultural stretch film for optimally protected bales.

Your benefit, your security – advantages of DUO OPTIMA

- Highly resistant to tears and punctures
- Perfectly suited for wrapping round or square bales
- Works reliably on wrapping machines of all kinds
- Highly efficient – can be pre-stretched by 80%
- Clings tightly – perfectly sealed film layers – completely closed bales
- Optimum oxygen barrier thanks to blow-process production
- Easy bale handling thanks to smooth outer surface
- Unrolls with low noise level
- Excellent colouring and opacity
- UV-stable for at least one year
- Guaranteed free of PIB – no adhesive deposits on the rollers
- Food grade quality – made from polyethylene without harmful extra substances
- Wrapped on special cardboard cores with a weatherproof coating
- Environmentally friendly – 100% recyclable

Our quality promise

- Multi-layer, co-extruded, blown guarantee film for top silage quality
- Made on technically highly modern machines in our hygiene-certified plant
- Usage of top raw materials in a unique, patented formula
- Quality assurance through constant checks by our in-house test laboratory
- Successfully Cemagref tested

Product versions

- Available widths: 500 mm and 750 mm
- Deliverable colours: dark green, light green, white or black
- Special versions are possible on request

Give us a call! Our number is
+49 6641 6550-0.
The DUO PLAST team looks forward to hearing from you!